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About This Game

Caution!
This game is made by RPG Maker, so the engine's exclusive feature is available as shown below.

If you want to take a screenshot using Steam Overlay feature, please change the key to the key other than F12.

F12: Reset the game

Alt+Enter: Full screen / Window mode

From indie-game award winning LaboGameStudio comes its first shareware Action Horror Adventure game!

Ever since the war ended, the island has been slowly re-consumed by nature.
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Try as we might to keep our regrets in our memories, the choices and events of the past don't just disappear.

Having been sucked into an alternate world where the relics of war are now living, breathing creatures, our heroine must get
around these monsters and, along with her companion, find a way back to their world...

Game Features

A fully panned out script with rich characters and multiple endings

Detailed Pixel art drawn from 3D rending that helps create a well made mix of immersion and presence.

Music composed using the next generation virtual sound instrument, Vienna Symphonic Orchestra, enhancing the
atmosphere.

The concept of this game is "experience of sympathy".

What makes a game resonate with players?
What makes a game heartfelt?

In pursuit of these goals LaboGameStudio weaves within its games touching characters, detailed graphics, beautiful music, and
climactic stories into a deep memorable experience.

As the indie scene in Japan starts to explode, LaboGameStudio strives to make games that standout and really make you think
"This game was definitely worth playing".

The studio strives to create more and more games that will hopefully embed such a lasting impression on their players.
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I was really looking forward to viewing this documentary, but I just couldn't connect with it.. Sucks♥♥♥♥♥.
DIOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

\u30b4\u30b4\u30b4\u30b4\u30b4\u30b4\u30b4\u30b4. I enjoyed "A Hand in the Darkness." Though I felt the game was a
little short, I quite liked the writing and had no trouble staying engaged the whole time, including through all the optional paths.
Each companion played out differently and felt unique (there wasn't much recycling going on), and I thought the steamy scenes
were very well written--my only complaint being over-use of the word "slither" (this was not a tentacle thing), a word choice
that would bump me out of the moment for a second. Besides the slithering, I thought the flashpoints were a breathless read, and
rather than peek through my fingers (we fans have all been there) I had both eyes open. Well done.

As for the art, I didn't particularly like or dislike the character art; it worked for me and supported the story. The backgrounds
were better than fine - I liked them. I do think a couple more character sprites would have been nice, but really the developers
worked well with what they had (same goes for music).

Overall, a good way to support BL games and I enjoyed my time with it. Thanks for doing it for BL fans, guys, and thanks
especially for the quality writing. ��. Really nice and fun game to play with friends! Hope they will release some updates later :)

The Game got some cool updates and gets better every update!. I loved the first Train Valley game so I was really looking
forward to this one, but as it turns out, Train Valley 2 is not like its predecessor at all. Yes, they're both about managing trains
and building train tracks with different tasks you have to perform, but that's pretty much where the similarities ends. I agree
with some of the other people who didn't recommend this game either, it's not enjoyable in the same way as the first as it lacks
the puzzle and strategy part, and something I really liked about TV1 was the music and the mix between playing something
relaxing and, oddly enough, stressful at the same time, and here it's just stressful because you feel like you're just playing against
time, and that is a big no for me, always has been.
But seeing as this is an early access game I do hope it will get better eventually.. The game could have been great ... but ... lack
of a decent 2D display, the 3d is useless. Worst, the game has some bugs and disconnect often. Also there is a huge missing :
impossible to cancel your move, very painfull. Sadly we have no other choice for online backgammon, i miss so much the one
who was built in skype in old days :) ...
Hoping the dev reads the comments and bring the missing features, and fix the game (price's too high for the quality).
Wonderfully clever game where you update the character with abilities and gear. Very fun and very addicting.. Dwarf Tower is
a fairly simple game and its very user-friendly interface makes it easy to learn, so you can just dive into the game immediately.
It could be described as Battleship with resource management and more offensive/defensive options (which are mildly
randomized), which makes it more interesting and the gameplay more versatile. You try to build a bigger and better tower than
your opponent while trying to pin down the location of their Archmage and defending your own. I found it to be a really fun
concept, but the limited Computer AI and lack of a story mode/campaign makes this a much better game for playing PVP..
Don't dismiss this game as another 'zombie x' rehash of another game...it is not. This game is quite fun and surprisingly fresh
and new as a game I never played before with Solitaire. I highly suggest getting this game, it is a great timewaster.
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ne l'acheter pas !!!!
jeu graphiquement dégueulasse
bug
crash très souvent. I honestly never expected writing this good from a fanservice-filled anime game. It might be an action-
packed hack-and-slash about top-heavy ninja girls, but like seriously I did not expect to find such a good story to accompany the
gameplay and eye candy.. My friend and I both purchased this game and can't play multiplayer.
Tried all multiplayer options, TCP/IP, Modem, Direct, Seriel. It doesn't work. No way to search for games. We try to host, we
try to search. Nothing works.
Single player works. But thats not why we bought it.

♥♥♥♥ this.. https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1401032815. Honestly I found this game to be boring
and didn't feel compelled in the slightest to return to it after playing for a bit.. Whatever you may say about this game, I for one
consider this a game to swear by... no wait, I meant at. This is a game to swear *at*, repeatedly and profusely as your fingers
grow numb and your eyes become bloodshot.

This is a game about cutesy momentum-propelled sentient spaceships, where gasoline does not exist and you must rely on
cannons and bouncing pads and other assorted devices to keep your spaceship avatar afloat. Though the the graphics are
lighthearted, the game itself is a cruel stern mistress, demanding more and more of your fine motor controls and keen reflexes.
In later stages, just one degree of rotation or one millisecond of hesistation can mean the difference between glorious victory
and ignoble destruction.

Fortunately, this game has an easy mode, so beginners can have checkpoints and unlimited times to retry a stage and hit the goal.
On the other hand, this game features normal and hard modes as well, for the player who demands maddening challenges to
triumph over. The game's levels are actually short, and the game can be finished within a day, assuming you finish all the stages
in one go. But if you enjoy unforgiving games and testing yourself to beat momentum puzzles as fast and as perfectly as you
can, then definitely give this game a go!. Tagora's route was hilarious in some ways and great, and finally being able to take a
bath is nice lmao. Also when he gets mad, an unreal sense of horror washes over me! Someone that flimsy has no place being so
effectively intimidating, it's great lmao His music is really jazzy and fun, too. (Not sure jazzy is the word I want to use, but I'm
not great with words, so w\/e)

Vikare is bestest boyyo, gentle boi who likes airplanes and keeps a photo of his lusus on him at all times. One of the endings
kinda referenced Tavros, which was really startling but also interesting, considering Vikare's flight obsession.

I love both these boys, this is probably my favorite routes, just in terms of enjoying both characters' routes emmensely. I think
there were one or two individual characters' routes that I enjoyed more, but Volume Four is probably my favorite overall.. You
can enjoy the story accompanied by exciting music and handsome barrage

The plot is simple and short but fascinating

I wonder what happens to Misty after that

Looking forward to the sequel\uff01
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The Childs Sight on Steam!:

See the world through the eyes of an innocent child. Slowly unravel the dark story and find out, what has happened to you...

The Childs Sight Steam Store page is now available - add to your wishlist for more!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1002310/The_Childs_Sight/. Assets for part 2 in the making:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kzk-TztczQw
The game contains a lot of images and this is part of how they are done. Daniel ,who writes the story, comes with information
about situations in the game that could be told with an illustration.

After some "pen and paper" ideation I get going in Photoshop, some times (as in this case) with some simple 3D as a starting
point.

Next comes the animation, but you will have to wait for Ep 2 to be released to see that one.

. Patch 2.0.3 is here - it fixes your Wallet!:

...unfortunately, just the wallet in Pendula Swing, which sometimes did not show the amount of money you carry, nor reflected
your transactions.
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Pendula Swing Patch 2.0.3 Fixes. Lore of Vaporum #2:
Today, we bring you another piece from the world Vaporum takes place in. It's about how the Supreme Bureau strengthened its
position five years after usurping power over the Great Island Union.

. New update 0.81:
New version was just added to the game:

 I decided to unlock a couple of weapons and enrgy shield armor by default. I think this will make first playthroughs a
little bit more interesting, as of right now, the selection of equipment can feel a little dry

 Armor and helmets now can have bonus stats! This was heavilty requested feature in the past, which should also make
equipment more interesting

 Sniper rifle now have reduced accuracy in closer distances

 Exo-suit now increases armor by 23 instead of 20, and reduces speed by 2, instead of 1

 minigun ammo count reduced to 4 from 8
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 Minor bug fixes and changes

If you like the game and how it's developing, and want to support it, tell about it your friends or write a review! This will help a
lot.

Also be sure to check out official Discord server:
https://discord.gg/PmyMqVh

and reddit fan page:

https://www.reddit.com/r/GalaxySquad/. Increasing speed of all characters:
Hello guys! I am still working on mod support, but meanwhile, I was testing a game and decided that basic speed of the
characters is too slow, so in new update I decided to increase basic character speed to 5. Improved reflexes ability now increases
speed by 1 instead of 2.

This allows you to better get to cover overall and better deal with melee enemies, especially after their upgrade a few weeks ago.

. Patch 1.2 - Analog Tracking:
So, here's the stuff that didn't make it into the last patch. Enjoy!

A new area, The Trackery, has been added to the set of areas after the Rogue's Hideout. It should be a little easier
relative to the other areas. My intention was for it to be like an easier version of The Ruins.

Support for analog movement has been implemented

The Orc Halls' boss has been nerfed slightly

The order of areas 4 and 5 is no longer random

Outfit changes:

Chainmail Bikini: now starts with 3 hp

Sharpshooter Suit: now starts with 3 hp, ability now fires multiple bullets

. FOR DLC OWNERS: The first Boring Man v2.0.0 beta is now available!:
Hello! It's the moment we've all been waiting for! If you own any DLC made by me, you can play the Boring Man rewrite right
NOW!

Purchasing *ANY* of the following DLCs below will instantly grant you access to the beta:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/346170/Boring_Man_Premium/?snr=1_7_7_230_150_1

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1018760/Boring_Man_Platinum_Weapon_Skins/?snr=1_7_7_230_150_1

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1018761/Boring_Man_Burning_Weapon_Skins/?snr=1_7_7_230_150_1

https://store.steampowered.com/app/626491/TACCORP_VIP_Access/?snr=1_7_7_230_150_1

Once you own one, then you can launch the beta by launching Boring Man normally, and selecting "v2.0.0 Beta
(Requires DLC!)" from the launch option window that comes up.
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